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Apple changed their venerable Chi town with a scalable version that took benefit of font smoothing and moved on.. If you're
using ClearType then these situations of MS Sans Serif will display up like a sore thumb but help is usually at hands.. 10 Apr
2006 Back in the days of Windows 3 1, 95, 98 and Mac pc Operating-system 7 the operating systems used a bit mapped font ás
the default program font for the several home windows and dialogs.

Microsoft Sans Serif font household 2 mins to study Contributors. By Mac pc OS X they switched to entirely fresh fonts like as
Lucida Grande Microsoft started their switch to the scaIable Tahoma during thé XP development cycle but there are usually a
several places where the older pixelated Master of science Sans Serif creeps through especially older apps that are attempting to
end up being suitable with pre-Windows 2000 systems.. Open your Fonts folder via Handle Panel and move Master of science
Sans Serif someplace secure in case you actually would like it back again.. It looks like Microsoft planned on replacing Master
of science Sans Serif and indeed commissioned an OpenType alternative which they ship with XP known as Microsoft Sans
Serif but old dialogs and apps basically put on't use it - very probably because the spacing on control keys was so tight also a
slight variance could result in a lost notice or two.
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